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for new products
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SCA Wood’s new Vice President of Marketing & Sales
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Making continuous improvements is a fundamental part of how
we work. It’s important that initiatives and projects are in place
to work on aspects over which we have control to ensure we are
attractive for customers in the long term.

A

t the beginning of 2018 SCA
Wood started working on coordinating across various areas
of our business that focus on builders
merchants. Our aim was to ensure best
practice and efficient use of resources
in our processes. The areas we initially
chose to focus on are raw material purchasing, marketing and digitalisation.
Three areas that have a tangible benefit
of being a major operator. We are now
starting to see the results of this work
and you can find out more about it in
this newsletter.
Organisational structure and investment
are other ways that we can become
stronger as a supplier. In 2018, Tunadal
Sawmill was the site of SCA’s largest ever
investment project in the post-processing
of solid-wood products. We now have a
planing mill tailored for Swedish builders
merchants, in particular for the production of exterior panels. This industrial
facility, where we now have one of
Europe’s most modern sawmills, is now
splitting and planing panel boards using
new technology, securing our ambitions
on product development, innovation and
long-term competitiveness.

subcontracting partners and understanding, loyal customers, we have been able
to continue supplying the market with
our products. But such an extensive fire
has consequences, of course. We have
taken the decision to close the BonneuilMatours site. However, we are working
on ensuring a continued strong and
growing presence on the French market.
We will provide more details about this
in a future edition of Timber News.
Development is a combination of
planned and unplanned events. How
they are managed is a result of the
company’s strategy. SCA Wood’s strategy
is clear. Based on our forests, we are investing in employees, customer relationships and production to ensure satisfied
customers for the long term.
Markus Henningsson,
Vice President Building & Supply Solutions,
SCA Wood

In the summer we were hit by a devastating fire at our Bonneuil-Matours plant
in France. At a stroke, we lost around 50
percent of our local planing capacity and
100 percent of painting capacity.
Thanks to the amazing work of our
colleagues in France, support from
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Constant development
– building the future together

At the heart of SCA’s business is the forest – Europe’s largest private forest holding. We have
developed an advanced value chain around this unique resource, based on renewable raw
materials from our own and others’ forests. We supply paper for printing and packaging, pulp,
solid-wood products, renewable energy, services for forest owners and efficient transport
solutions.
SCA Wood is the part of SCA that produces sawn solidwood products from the forest. We are one of Europe’s
leading suppliers of wood-based products, producing
2.1 million cubic metres annually. The product range is
enhanced through customer distribution solutions for
the wood and builders’ merchant industries.
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Stronger together
for greater customer value
Throughout 2019 SCA Wood Building &
Supply Solutions is developing the cooperation across its marketing organisation
for the Scandinavian, UK and French
markets.

T

he SCA Group underwent a major change when the
company was converted into a standalone publicly
listed company. This change management work has
been underway for some time and is now becoming clearer
for customers and stakeholders. The aim is to achieve a
unified SCA and a unified business area, SCA Wood, with
a strong brand to meet customer needs.
A combined marketing communication initiative has
begun within SCA Wood Building & Supply Solutions.
“We’re working to bring together our combined capabilities and make more efficient use of them to strengthen
our marketing efforts,” said Vanessa Pihlström, Marketing
Communication Officer at SCA Wood. “We want to be
viewed as a single unit and communicate a consistent
message, although we may take account of local needs

on our markets. We want to use a clear concept to contribute to the success of our customers.”
A kick-off meeting for the year was recently held with
marketing employees from SCA’s different markets.
“It’s really rewarding and stimulating to be working
closely and contributing to thinking outside the box,” says
Amy Sellers, Marketing Manager at Building & Supply
Solutions UK.
The SCA SmartTimber concept was introduced in
Sweden a few years ago. In 2019 the concept will also
be launched in Norway and the UK.
SCA SmartTimber provides smart timber products
and innovative services. The products that sit within this
concept make life easier, generate savings in construction
projects and provide customers with smart solutions.
“SCA SmartTimber clarifies the concept of ‘living with
wood’. We can help realise the customer’s dream home
using smart solutions. Our aim is for end-customers in
a few years’ time to be able to contact a local builders
merchant or professional builder and ask for products
from SCA SmartTimber,” says Vanessa Pihlström.

The SCA SmartTimber concept already exists on the Swedish
market and is now being launched in the UK and Norway.

SCA Wood sees its marketing and customer interaction
moving naturally towards digital channels.
“This is a long-term process that has a strong link with
our innovation efforts,” explains Vanessa Pihlström.
“Innovation in the digital arena is important to SCA Wood.
Digital solutions can create transparency and identify
product development opportunities. It gives us new
opportunities to communicate with our target groups
at the right time on different markets. We also see
opportunities for driving traffic directly to our customers
to contribute to increased customer benefit and value in
order to reach the end-consumer, who ultimately is the
customer of all of us,” says Vanessa Pihlström.
Focused on increasing efficiency and customer value. Amy Sellers
from Business & Supply Solutions UK, Anne Tuffnell from Business
& Supply Solutions France and Vanessa Pihlström from SCA
Wood, who are all coordinating marketing measures on different
markets.
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Innovation Race
generates new ideas
SCA Wood is continually working on increasing its
understanding of customer needs for new innovations and strengthening its market position.

O

rganising and participating in an ‘Innovation Race’
in cooperation with the R&D Centre in Sundsvall,
Sweden, is a way of finding competitive products.
In January, SCA Wood held an Innovation Race organised
by Magnus Viström, Innovation Manager at R&D Centre,
and Anders Petersson, Innovation Manager at SCA Wood.
Around 20 people took part in the event. These included employees from SCA Wood’s different units in
Sweden, France and the UK, as well as customers and
cooperation partners. This ensured the Innovation Race

Anders Petersson, Innovation Manager at SCA Wood, Amy Sellers,
Marketing Manager, Building & Supply Solutions UK, and Magnus
Viström, R&D Centre Innovation Manager, were involved in SCA
Wood’s latest Innovation Race.

represented a wide range of capabilities and significant
know-how.
An Innovation Race challenges participants to think
how SCA’s solid-wood products could be developed based
on the market and customer needs. Participants are guided
through the ‘race’ methodology and the final involves the
presentation of a few selected ideas that are considered to
be of most interest.
This particular Innovation Race included both product
development proposals and lots of opportunities for greater
emphasis on sustainability, as well as enhanced sales and
marketing.
“These Innovation Races are always full of energy and
generate lots of ideas to take forward. We’ve held a number
of Races for SCA Wood over the years and these have led
to several ideas being implemented,” said Anders Petersson,
Innovation Manager at SCA Wood.

An Innovation Race is a results-oriented tool for helping to develop new
competitive products. The participants bring different skills and experience,
providing a good basis for new ideas.

Text: Vanessa Pihlström
Photos: Per-Anders Sjöquist

With the force of the forest, we contribute to a sustainable future
ONE IN FIVE TREES SAVED

SCA’s forests should be rich not only in raw material
but also experiences and diversity – now and in the
future. One in five trees is left as part of the natural
environment’s cycle and to provide food and habitat
for animals and plants.

THE SOURCE OF ALL OUR INNOVATION
IS 2 MILLIMETRES LONG

Wood fibre is 2 millimetres long and a fraction of a
millimetre thick, and if responsibly managed it lasts
for ever. It’s our unique asset and the source of our
extensive innovation that leads to everything from
smarter planks and boards to next-generation biofuel
and green chemicals.

MINUS 8,000,000 TONNES OF GREENHOUSE
GASES A YEAR THANKS TO OUR FORESTS
SCA’s operations are climate positive and contribute
in numerous ways to a fossil-free world. The growing
trees in our forests absorb carbon dioxide and our forest
products replace fossil-based alternatives. As Europe’s
largest private forest owner we are an important operator.

WE UTILISE ALL OF THE TREE

We convert trees into planks, boards and papermaking
pulp, as well as heat and energy. Not a pine needle goes
to waste.

ONE TREE DOWN, TWO TREES UP

For every tree we harvest, we plant more than two new
trees, which absorb carbon dioxide and build the raw
material of the future.
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Managing SCA Wood’s
Largest Group Customer
Wickes, one of the leading names in the UK’s
home improvement market, have recently
signed an extension to the existing supply
agreement of wood based products held
with SCA Wood UK, Building and Supply
Solutions.

T

he close partnership between SCA and Wickes
began in 2013. Ever since, SCA has been delivering
an increasing range of products to the retailer and
are now their largest supplier.

Wickes, who are owned by major building materials

distributor, Travis Perkins PLC, operate from over 240
sites across the country, a number which has been growing
since the beginning of the partnership. They aim their
product offering at both DIY and trade customers, and
do so skillfully to offer a broad range of products from
tiles, fixings and tools to workwear and wood. Wickes
customers have access to over 10,000 product lines both
online and in store.
Each week, SCA sends at least one delivery to each of
Wickes’ 240 stores from their dedicated site based in
Stoke-on-Trent. Along with machined timber products
manufactured at SCA’s modern production facility in
Melton, Humberside, a proportion of the products supplied to Wickes are sourced from third-party suppliers
such as garden timbers, fencing products, structural
timber and sheet materials.

The strong collaborative relationship that has grown over

the past 5 years has created new ways of working and new
methods of supply to Wickes’ customers. “In 2017 we
started to provide a home delivery service. Customers
order our timber products on Wickes’ website, then the
orders are sent to us electronically, then we deliver them
directly to their homes via a third-party distributor. This
has proved a great success. Starting out at only 16 lines,
the range of products we now offer in this service has increased to 59. During the summer months when products
such as decking become more popular, these are available
to order too. This contract extension is testament to
the successes we have both achieved,” says Ken Reidy,
Strategic Account Manager for Wickes at SCA Wood UK.
“Jointly, we have high aspirations for the timber category.
We see many opportunities for timber products in Wickes’
stores and want to help them achieve their aspirations of
being the first port of call for wood based products in the
renovation and maintenance market. With the ongoing
development of new products and the successes we have
seen with the services we have been able to provide so far,
we believe our relationship can only continue to grow and
evolve.”
The Travis Perkins (TP) group comprises of over 20

different plumbing, heating and building materials
businesses, supplying a wide variety of materials to the
UK’s building, construction, and home improvement
markets. They have around 2,000 stores nationwide
and over 29,000 employees. SCA Wood UK BSS are
the TP Group’s 5th largest supplier.

Text: Amy Sellers

Wickes operate from over 240 sites across the UK.
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Hands-on opening of major investment

Tunadal’s new planing mill
doubles capacity
SCA Wood’s new planing mill at Tunadal is now
operational. This SEK 80 million investment will
mean increased productivity and a better basis
for product development and innovation.

T

he new planing mill offers lots of advantages. A new raw
material intake, a new splitting line and new packaging
line will boost efficiency and the new technology will also
increase the rate of product development and innovation.
The mill currently produces exterior panels, joists and sheathing panels, all made from Norrland spruce at the planing mill in
Tunadal and, looking ahead, exterior panels will be one of the
main products.
“This investment allows us to meet customer needs and offer
them even more competitive products,” says Joakim Nehrer,
Marketing and Sales Manager, Scandinavia, at SCA Wood.
“This multi-million kronor investment is an important part
of both Tunadal Sawmill and SCA’s development. The previous
bandsaw has been replaced with a planer thicknesser, which
produces a more uniform surface. This surfaces allows better

paint adherence and less waste, which is fully in line with SCA’s
sustainability efforts.
What’s unique about the new planing mill?
“The new planing mill has enabled us to more than double
our capacity. The residue from the process is also converted into
pellets, which then go back into SCA’s production cycle in the
form of heating at our Ortviken and Östrand mills,” says Anna
Schönström, Site Manager at Tunadal Planing mill.
Text: Sofie Bergelin
Photos: Per-Arne Sjöquist

Facts
• The investment is valued at around SEK 80 million.
• A total of 100 employees, contractors and suppliers have
worked on the project to build the new planing mill.
• The new production area is 1,000 m3 in size.
• 23 m3 is planed every hour. This corresponds to over
2,000 m3 a week, which equates to 35 truck trailers.
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Guests at the official opening of Tunadal’s new planing mill enjoyed a guided tour and a drinks
reception. There were speeches by Site Manager Anna Schönström (image, top left), Magnus
Wikström, Head of SCA Wood Building & Supply Solutions Scandinavia (image, left of centre),
and Joakim Nehrer, Marketing & Sales Manager, Scandinavia, at SCA Wood (image, bottom left).
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The architect behind Norra Tornen wanted to create the feeling of a patio rather than a traditional urban balcony and chose heart pine
Photo: Johannes Wredenmark
– a smart choice both in terms of sustainability and the environment.

HEART PINE

– the sustainable choice in the home
Heart pine is a sustainable product which,
owing to its natural wood preservation, does
not require any treatment. This is a product
that is being seen more and more in people’s
homes and is arousing interest among architects around Sweden.

T

here is a growing interest in using wood and heart
pine both in construction and interior decoration,
and Swedish Wood’s report on the Stockholm
Furniture & Light Fair confirms this trend. At the fair,
many well-known designers were heard discussing their
reasons for choosing to work with pine. Several of them
felt that pine was easy to stain, shape and showcase while
retaining its natural feel.

Heart pine comes from forests in the Norrland region of

Sweden. SCA manufactures its heart-pine decking from
slow-grown pine that is 80–100 years old. The timber
comes from the innermost and hardest section of pine logs
and consists of at least 99 percent heartwood. Heart pine
has a long lifespan, doesn’t need to be treated or oiled, and
acquires an attractive silvery grey hue over time.
“This is a Swedish locally produced product that is
completely untreated. It is naturally resistant to rot and
lasts for many, many years. It just improves with age – the
wood starts to turn grey after only a few months and eventually turns completely silver,” explains Arne Carlström,
Quality Control Manager at SCA Wood Scandinavia.

Norra Tornen in Stockholm, which is owned by Oscar

Properties, is a place where heart pine was chosen for use
in its construction.
The light at Norra Tornen, as well as the feeling of
being outdoors, is an essential part of the architecture
and the solutions provided. The heart pine used in the
balconies contrasts beautifully with the intensity of the city
that spreads out below.
The product’s main advantages are its eco-friendliness
and its attractive appearance. It is a pure product with a
long lifespan that has a real future ahead of it. Heart-pine
decking is a smart choice for people wanting to spend time
enjoying their veranda rather than maintaining it.
Text: Vanessa Pihlström

Facts – heart pine
Heart-pine decking consists of a minimum of 99 percent heartwood from pine. Heartwood starts to form
in the middle of the trunk when the trees are around
30–40 years old. The sapwood then starts to be converted to heartwood furthest in, in the part of the trunk
that no longer transports water from the roots to the
crown. The task of the heartwood is to give the tree
stability instead. The heartwood contains fats and
resins to protect the wood. The heartwood of pine
trees develops a natural substance called pinosylvin,
which inhibits fungal growth.
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Norra Tornen is a new landmark in Stockholm. The first tower has been completed: it is 125 metres high and has been named
Innovationen. The balconies have heart-pine cladding on the inside and provide an impressive view over the city. Photo: Ulf Grünbaum/TT
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Katarina Levin, SCA Wood’s new Vice President of Marketing & Sales

A fascination for wood
Katarina Levin is SCA Wood’s new Vice President
of Marketing & Sales. With a fascination for
wood and in-depth knowledge of the industry,
she wants to persuade more customers to
choose SCA products.
What attracted you to this position?
“It was the opportunity to work even more extensively, in an
overarching way, on creating value in our business and to
further contribute to highlighting wood as a key solution for
society and the Earth from a sustainability point of view. For
me it’s also especially rewarding to build on what I’ve learnt
and done in the past and to do so at SCA, a company that is so
important for northern Sweden’s forests and everyone who lives
in this part of the country.”
What do you want to achieve?
“I want our customers to be proud to use SCA products. For
customers to choose our products primarily because of our
strong brand, which stands for genuinely sustainable products
and processes throughout the processing system.”
What will be the biggest challenge for you as Vice President
of Marketing & Sales for SCA Wood, Industrial Solutions?
“The challenges for wood for industrial applications are the
same as for our customers; to champion and develop the use
of wood within different areas of application. We do this by
offering specific products that make our customers and us
efficient and profitable, together making it easier to choose
wood for our customers’ clients, such as carpenters, private
individuals, builders and architects.
What are you looking forward to in your new role?
“I’m looking forward to meeting our customers and further
understanding their needs and what we can do to find solutions
and better ways of working together. At the moment I’m particularly looking forward to meeting our employees at our units
abroad.

What’s the greatest strength you bring to the role?
“My focus on opportunities, both in terms of business and
people.
How are things going a few months into the job?
“They’re going great. It’s been an intensive and stimulating
time understanding lots of new issues and areas. Our sales
organisation and the business departments of the sawmills
have in-depth and wide-ranging know-how, which is a huge
plus. We have significant opportunities for continued good
development of business. And that also bodes well for us
helping our customers succeed.”

Text: Camilla Gårdlund
Photos: Torbjörn Bergqvist

Katarina Levin in brief
Background: Grew up in a village
around 100 km north of Sundsvall,
Sweden, not far from SCA’s sawmill
in Bollstabruk.
Family: Husband and two grown-up
daughters.
Education: Master’s degree in Forestry, specialising in
processing and business.
Previous roles: Started in 1992 as Sawmill Manager at
SCA’s Lugnvik Sawmill. Worked from 1997 to 2003 in
SCA’s Forest business area and then for 10 years at SCA’s
Bollstabruk Sawmill, both as Business Manager and
Sawmill Manager. Between 2014 and 2018 she was Sawmill
Manager at Tunadal Sawmill and was involved in establishing
the new saw line, including changes in sales, personnel and
working methods.
Free time: Looks after a smallholding with horses, forest
and livestock. Enjoys skiing and being out in the forest and
countryside.
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MOVERS AND SHAKERS

Angelina Andersson began
on 1 November 2018 as an
internal sales representative
with SCA Wood Building &
Supply Solutions Scandinavia.

Maria Wåhlen Nordkvist 
starts on 1 April 2019 as
Manager of the Tunadal
Sawmill in Sundsvall,
Sweden. Maria joins us
from Nouryon, where she
was Production Manager.

Jan Gritter. Following a
successful period of acting
General Manager at the
Melton operation, Jan has
appointed the position on
a full time basis. Jan will be
overseeing all matters of
operations, warehousing
and production at Melton.

Matt Uney has been promoted to Operations Manager
at Wood’s Melton business
unit following Jan Gritter’s
promotion to General Manager.
He will be responsible for
Customer Service, Home
Delivery and Transport
management.

Lydia Harvey has been
promoted to Business
Development Manager for
Residue. Lydia was formerly
Sales and Service Assistant
at our Welshpool operation
and will be responsible for
customers of Thoroughbred
shavings sold in the UK.

Gavin Atkinson has been promoted to Quality Assurance
Manager for Melton &
Cumbernauld sites following
a successful secondment in
the role. Gavin will seek to
develop the Quality Control
function at Melton.

Malcom George, formerly
Production Manager at Stoke,
has relocated to Melton to
become Production Manager
at the site. He has extensive
experience having been involved with Stoke production
for over 14 years.

Paul Nash has been promoted to the position of
Head of Quality for SCA
Wood UK. Paul joined SCA
on 1st October last year
and has made an immediate
impact on a number of key
areas across the business.

Swedish pine has been used for
the world’s longest bridge over water

Photo: Shutterstock

The 55-kilometre bridge, which passes both under and over
water, links Hong Kong, Macau and China. Incooperation
with Martinsons, SCA supplied 300 m3 of treated decking,
which has been used for two viewing points, each with a
café and restaurant.
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Big facts
about SCA
2.1 million

We produce
m3 of sawn solid-wood
products every year.
km long
This is equivalent to a plank almost
or from Sweden to Australia and back nearly four times!

105,000

If you were to build houses from everything produced by
Tunadal Sawmill in Sundsvall, Sweden, in a single year,
it would be enough for

25,000 family homes.

SCA has
more than

4,000

employees.

Our sawmills convert
a single barked log into:

50 %

planks and
boards

25 %
20 %

5
%

woodchip, used to produce
papermaking pulp
chips and dry chips used for
energy production, mainly pellets

shrinks away when the timber is dried

SCA’s own forests cover an area almost as large as Belgium.

